Looking for Classes?

AUGUST
Late Start Classes

ARCH V10 70566  Intro to Architectural Design
ARCH V23 70693  Introduction to Autocad
ARCH V25 72607  Digital Tools for Architecture
ARCH V31 70704  Revit Practice I
ARCH V32 70827  Revit Practice II
ARCH V33 72606  Computer Applicns: Architecture
BUS V01B 72775  Managerial Accounting
BUS V17 72803  Computer Applications
BUS V30 72977  Introduction to Business
BUS V32 70564  Human Resource Management
CD V61 72004  Child, Family & Community
CD V62 71492  Principles & Practices in ECE
CJ V04 70145  Legal Aspects of Evidence
CJ V05 71377  Criminal Procedures
CJ V25 70141  Introduction to Corrections
DRFT V05A 70801  Introduction to Autocad
DRFT V14A 72609  Technical Illustration I
DRFT V18 72608  Drafting Projects
ENG V31 70484  Intermed Reading & Vocabulary
ENG V32 71130  Advanced Reading & Vocabulary
ENG V41 72470  Intermediate Writing & Grammar
ENG V41 72618  Intermediate Writing & Grammar
ENG V42 72442  Advanced Writing & Grammar
ENG V42 72483  Advanced Writing & Grammar
ENG V51A 70609  Academic Writing & Grammar I
ESL V20A 71226  Begin Oral Communication I
ESL V30A 70778  Begin Reading & Vocabulary I
HED V71 71240  Survey of Alternative Medicine
HED V76 71625  Managing Stress
HED V82 71138  Health and Fitness Activities
HED V87 70329  Nutrition
HED V93 71221  Health and Wellness
KIN V03 70685  Swimming II
KIN V40A 70497  Basketball I
KIN V40B 72573  Basketball II
KIN V44A 72226  Tennis I
KIN V44B 72229  Tennis II
KIN V52 70425  Self-Defense/Assault Prevntn
KIN V73 70771  Holistic Movement
KIN V74A 71417  Core Balance and Fitness
KIN V74B 71306  Adv Core Balance and Fitness
KIN V85 72087  Personal Fitness Training
MT V03 72448  Applied Machining II
MUS V13 70646  Voice
SPAN V01 71639  Elementary Spanish I
SUP V93 70570  Human Resource Management

VENTURA COLLEGE
SET YOUR COURSE